
1.Hook the chain as below pic. 2.Insert the hook into the slotted
holes, as shown below.

Chain

3.Hook up the chain on the ceiling
anchor.
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wiring cap

4.Turn off power,and make wiring connections with
terminal cap(see wiring instrucion below).

5.Insert the terminal cap and wires into the driver box.

6. Insert the wire terminal joint to the wire entry.
Installation completed.

7. If you purchase a lamp with optional color temperature or
power functions, adjust the switch to the desired color
temperature or power. If there is no adjustable function, there
is no switch for this item.

Color temperature 
optional switch or none

Power selectable 
switch or none
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Suspended mount



Surface mounted
2.Screw the anchors to holes on ceiling respectively.1.Drill the alignment holes on the top ceiling, make

them match to the holes on mounting bracket.

4.Attach the lamp to the hook fitting.3.Screw the bracket to the ceiling.

5.Find the wiring cap from the accessory package and wire it according to the following diagra.

wiring cap
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6. If you purchase a lamp with optional color temperature or power functions,adjust the switch to the desired
color temperature or power.If there is no adjustable function, there is no switch for this item.

Color temperature 
optional switch or none

Power selectable 
switch or none

Installation of wire guard:

Sensor installation:

1.Install the protective net according to the following
diagram,using the screws in the accessory package.

2.Installation completed.

1.If the purchased lamp is pre installed with a sensor
base and requires the installation of a sensor, first
remove the plug as shown in the following figure.

2.Install the sensor as shown in the following figure.




